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Density-Transition Scale at Quasiperpendicular Collisionless Shocks
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Measurements of a spacecraft floating potential, on the four Cluster spacecraft, are used as a proxy
for electron plasma density to study, for the first time, the macroscopic density transition scale at
98 crossings of the quasiperpendicular terrestrial bow shock. A timing analysis gives shock speeds and
normals; the shock speed is used to convert the temporal measurement to a spatial one. A hyperbolic
tangent function is fitted to each density transition, which captures the main shock transition, but not
overshoot or undershoot nor foot features. We find that, at a low Mach number M, the density transition
is consistent with both ion inertial scales c=!pi and convected gyroradii vsh;n=�ci;2, while at M � 4–5
only the convected gyroradius is the preferred scale for the shock density transition and takes the value
L � 0:4vsh;n=�ci;2.
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Astrophysical and heliospheric shocks are also abun-
dant sources of energetic particles and the proposed ac-

measures probe-to-probe and probe-to-spacecraft electric
potentials. The probe-to-probe measurement is a measure
Collisionless shocks in plasmas heat and compress an
incoming flow over spatial scales much smaller than a
collisional mean free path. The terrestrial bow shock
forms from a fast-model magnetohydrodynamics wave
once nonlinear steepening from the � ~uu � ~rr� ~uu term in the
equation of motion is balanced by some dispersive of
dissipative process, whose role is to transport away or
damp out high frequency components of the nonlinearity.
From the two-fluid point of view, the relevant spatial
scales are the electron and ion inertial lengths c=!pe
and c=!pi associated with dispersion, the magnetic
Reynolds length Rm � �=��0vsh� associated with some
anomalous resistivity �, and the kinetic Reynolds length
Re � �=��vsh� for some viscosity �, where vsh is the
shock velocity in the plasma frame. Thermal conduction
does not effectively dissipate energy in collisionless
shocks. The final transition scale of the shock is deter-
mined by the largest of these scales encountered during
steepening that balances the nonlinearity.

Up to some ‘‘critical’’ Mach number (Mc � 2:67 for
� � 0), dispersion and/or resistivity can support the
shock structure [1] and the steady-state shock transition
scale will be the larger of the dispersive (c=!pi) or
resistive (Rm) scales. Magnetic transition scales of
�c=!pi have been observed, using two-point measure-
ments, at various subcritical shocks [2–4]. At higher
Mach numbers, a viscous force is needed to balance the
nonlinearity [5]. In the fluid scenario, this can be thought
of as the result of a gyroviscosity associated with gra-
dients of the ion stress tensor. The analytical form of this
viscous term in an inhomogeneous field is not known,
though its scale size is assumed to be the gyroscale of
trapped ions in the shock front.
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celeration mechanisms, which are not fully understood,
seem to depend on the spatial scales of the shock [6–8].
This can be seen by solving the electron and ion equations
of motion, giving the ‘‘generalized Ohm’s law’’ [9] for
the electric field, which is the source of energization,
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The terms on the right side of Eq. (1) become important
on different scales [10]; hence the stationary electric field
scale depends on the balance of the dispersive ( ~jj	 ~BB),
ambipolar ( ~rr � P

$

e), viscous ( ~rr � P
$

i), resistive (�~jj), and
nonlinear (d ~jj=dt) physics.

While the magnetic structure of collisionless shocks is
fairly well documented, measurements of the density
transition scale of shocks are rare, if not absent in the
literature. This is primarily because particle counting
instruments traditionally have required one spacecraft
spin to acquire a complete distribution function measure-
ment and spacecraft spin rates are on the order of seconds.
In this Letter we present the first study of the density
transition scale at 98 collisionless shocks and show that
the natural scale of the transition is the convected ion
gyroradius vsh;n=�ci;2, where vsh;n is the shock speed in
the plasma frame and �ci;2 is the downstream ion gyro-
frequency. This is in contrast with previous work on
magnetic transition scales [2,3], which suggests the ion
inertial scale, for a smaller range of (low) Mach numbers.

The Electric Field and Waves experiment on Cluster II
[11] is a double probe dc electric field experiment that
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FIG. 1 (color). Smoothed spacecraft potential measurements

�sc from the four Cluster spacecraft (each as a different
color) at a collisionless shock. The time shift between encoun-
ters on the four spacecraft is used to compute the shock normal
vector and speed. Notice also the coherence of the first cycle of
the overshoot.

FIG. 2. Probability distribution of the magnetosonic Mach
number for 98 quasiperpendicular shocks.
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of the local electric field in the plasma, while the probe-
to-spacecraft measurement is the floating potential of the
spacecraft with respect to the plasma. A sunlit spacecraft
in a plasma emits a spectrum of photoelectrons with a
typical e-folding energy of 1 eV; in a low density plasma,
the spacecraft charges positive and draws a return (elec-
tron) current from the plasma. Hence, the equilibrium
floating potential of the satellite is related to ambient
density of the plasma by some function [12,13]. Here we
use the function n���t� �

P
3
i�1 ai10

bi��t� (hereafter
‘‘density proxy’’), where � is the average of the measured
probe-to-spacecraft potential on four spin-plane probes
and the coefficients have been determined by fitting to
measured plasma density using a particle counting ex-
periment on the Cluster spacecraft; in the relatively dense
solar wind/magnetosheath, one term of the sum domi-
nates. This technique is described in the literature [12,13].
Spacecraft potential, hence n���, is sampled 5 times=sec
on each spacecraft, compared to one measurement each
2–4 sec for the electron and ion particle counting instru-
ments. Use of n��� allows a full sampling of the shock
density transition, which occurs on time scales of 1–
10 sec. We also use averages of magnetic field vectors
from the fluxgate magnetometer instruments [14], in the
asymptotic upstream and downstream states. The solar
wind velocity and alpha=proton ratio are measured at
the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) spacecraft,
at the L1 libration point, and translated back to earth by
the solar wind travel time. These data compare well with
locally sampled solar wind data from Cluster and allow
us to study shocks from early in the mission when the
Cluster solar wind instruments were not yet operative.
Small differences in the contact potential between the
electric field probes (8 cm spheres) and the plasma, as
well as shadowing during spacecraft rotation, produce a
narrow band tone in the data at harmonics of the space-
craft spin frequency fsc � 1=4 Hz. We apply a narrow
digital notch filter at fsc, 2fsc, and 4fsc to ��t� to remove
this effect. Between 22 December 2000 and 28 May 2001,
Cluster encountered the quasiperpendicular bow shock
more than 100 times. Here we analyze 98 shock crossings,
where fits to n��� are possible and ACE solar wind data
exist. Data from the four spacecraft are used to find the
shock normal vector n̂n and speed along in the normal un.
An example is shown in Fig. 1 from a shock encountered
at 01:26 on 25 December 2000. The four spacecraft mea-
surements of smoothed spacecraft floating potential are
shown as different colors. The time derivative of the
spacecraft potential measurement is cross correlated be-
tween spacecraft pairs (1-2, 1-3, 1-4) as a function of a
time lag �t. The peak of the cross-correlation function
corresponds to the optimal time lag !ij between space-
craft i and j. Often the best time lag is found by the eye, as
turbulence in the density data produces several lags with
similar correlation coefficients. Then, the shock normal n̂n
and speed un (in the spacecraft frame) are calculated by
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solving the matrix equation r$ � n̂n � un ~!!, where ! is the
vector of time lags (!12; !13;!14) and r$ is the matrix of
spacecraft separation vectors. This technique assumes
that the shock is locally planar and moves at constant
normal velocity, which is true to first order. It can be seen
in Fig. 1 that the shock ramp and overshoot structure are
spatially coherent on the scale of spacecraft separation,
which ranges from 600 to 1100 km for this example.

Figure 2 shows the histogram of the magnetosonic
Mach number for these shocks, defined as Mms �
jvsh;nj=cms, where cms � �c2s � v2

A�
1=2 is the magnetosonic
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FIG. 3 (color). Density transition from downstream
(shocked) to upstream (unshocked) states for a Mach Mms �
3:5, �Bn � 81� shock. The green line is the hyperbolic tangent
fit; red vertical lines show the density transition scale.

FIG. 4. Distribution of shock scale size L in units of ion
inertial lengths c=!pi. The distribution is broadly peaked
near 0:5c=!pi.

FIG. 5. Distribution of shock scale size L in units of con-
vected ion gyroradii vsh;n=�ci;2. This distribution shows a
sharp peak at near 0:4vsh;n=�ci;2, indicating a good measure
of the shock scale.
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speed, cs is the sound speed, and vA is the Alfvén speed.
vsh;n is the shock normal velocity in the plasma frame,
which is calculated as ~vvsh;n � unn̂n
 ~vvsw and ~vvsw is the
solar wind velocity in the spacecraft frame. The Alfvén
speed is computed using the measured alpha=proton ratio.
Mach numbers around Mms � 4 are most common in our
data set, indicating primarily supercritical shocks. The
magnetic field contact angle �Bn(not shown) has a broad
distribution between 43� and 90�; all of the shocks are
quasiperpendicular (by choice). The time series n���t�
becomes a spatial measurement with �x � unt. In Fig. 3,
the density transition from the dense magneto-
sheath, through the shock, into the solar wind is shown
for the Mach Mms � 3:5, �Bn � 81� shock in Fig. 1. A
hyperbolic tangent function (green line) n�x� �
n0 � n1 tanh�x=&� is fitted to the density proxy data and
the macroscopic density transition scale is then defined to
be L � n�0�=jdn�0�=dxj � &n0=n1; vertical dotted lines
show �L, confirming that L is a good measure of shock
thickness. Overshoot/undershoot structure is not mea-
sured with this technique, nor is shock pedestal (foot)
structure. The coefficients from the fit can be expressed as
n0 � �nd � nu�=2 and n1 � �nd 
 nu�=2, where nu is the
upstream (unshocked) plasma density and nd is the
downstream (shocked) density; therefore, the scale length
L � �nd � nu�=�nd 
 nu�&. If the true density is different
from the proxy by a multiplicative constant, it will cancel
and L is unaffected. If the true density differs by an
additive constant n0, then the new (true) scale length is
L0 � L�1� 2n0=�nd � nu�. Comparing our spacecraft
potential density proxy n��� with the ACE density
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data, we estimate n0=nu � 5%, which becomes the error
on our length scale measurement L. This measure of
shock thickness, for the 98 shocks, gives a broad distri-
bution of scales from a few km to 400 km, consistent with
previous two-point measurements [2,15].

Generally, shocks show some substructure within the
ramp, some of which is coherent and clearly spatial and
others a more turbulent structure. Our technique does not
capture the scales associated with this turbulence, rather
only the largest transition scale at the shock. Figure 4
shows the probability distribution of shock density scales
L normalized to the upstream ion inertial length c=!pi,
which is peaked at near 0:5c=!pi(in bins of 0:3c=!pi).
The ion inertial scale is associated with the introduction
of Hall current terms in a generalized Ohm’s law and
indicates the demagnetization of solar wind ions in the
current layer of the shock; it is the fundamental scale of
265004-3



FIG. 6. Relationship between scale size and the magnetosonic
Mach number. L=�vsh;n=�ci;2� (upper panel) is approximately
constant over a large range of Mach number, while the ion
inertial scaling (lower panel) increases with Mach number.
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the dispersion that has been suggested to balance steep-
ening at low Mach numbers [1]. In Fig. 5, the density scale
L is normalized to the convected ion gyroradius
vsh;n=�ci;2, where vsh;n is the shock normal velocity in
the solar wind frame, and �ci;2 is the downstream proton
gyrofrequency; vsh;n=�ci;2 is a measure of the gyroradius
of solar wind protons that gyrate, and may be trapped,
around the shock ramp. The sharp peak in the histogram
at L � 0:4vsh;n=�ci;2 suggests that the convected gyro-
radius is an appropriate measure of shock thickness over
our range of Mach numbers.

The dependence on the magnetosonic Mach number is
shown in Fig. 6. Data are averaged into bins of 0:5Mms,
error bars are 1 standard variation of the length scale
within the bin, or the length scale itself for bins contain-
ing one measurement. The convected ion gyroradius
vsh;n=�ci;2(upper panel) appears to be the preferred scale
to describe the shock density transition over the range of
Mach numbers 1–15, with some dispersion at the low end
of the scale. The ion inertial scale c=!pi (lower panel) is
265004-4
appropriate at small Mach numbers only. It should be
noted that �vsh;n=�ci;2�=�c=!pi� / M; if the natural tran-
sition scale of the shock is vsh;n=�ci;2, then L=�c=!pi�
(lower panel) should scale as M, which it appears to do.

In summary, we show that the convected ion gyroscale
vsh;n=�ci;2 is the natural scale of the quasiperpendicular
collisionless shock density transition scale from Mach
numbers of M * 4 into the supercritical range; the pre-
ferred scale is L � 0:4vsh;n=�ci;2. At the lowest Mach
numbers, both the ion inertial scale c=!pi and the gyro-
scale are comparable and are good measures of thickness.
The velocity transition scale should be identical, as con-
servation of mass requires n v � const in the shock
frame. It is possible that the magnetic ramp has a different
scale, if the dispersive or resistive scale lengths are larger
than the viscous length Re [5,16]. However, this seems
unlikely as large Mach number shocks have scales of
several dispersive scales c=!pi.
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